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theres no real gameplay to be had here, and this is
just a collection of story missions, which serve no
purpose beyond telling the story of the game. the

problem with this as an experience, is that the game
has no connection to the story of the game. the

story missions in sniper ghost warrior 2 feel like they
could have been anywhere, and any time. theyre

like an afterthought, and a half-hearted one at that.
there are some good performances in the story, and
some really good voice acting, but the story never

really gets anywhere. the rest of the experience is a
bit of a mix between the problems of sniper elite

and sniper ghost warrior. it has the floaty weapons
and floaty camera problems. it has extremely long

levels and a lack of point of interest. its a game that
is hard to recommend to anyone unless they have
an absolute need for another sniper game, or are a
fan of the sniper ghost warrior series. set against a
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backdrop of a brutal civil war, sniper ghost warrior 2
is a modern day, third-person shooter, set in the

shadow of the cold war. it takes place in afghanistan
and tells the story of a man who has lived his life in
the shadows. as the conflict that rages around him

escalates, arran stone is thrust into the role of a
double agent, working with nato to bring down the
oppressive taliban regime. theres no shortage of
action and gripping plot elements, as arran is set

against a backdrop of the brutal civil war. the main
focus of the game is arran, who is extremely good at
what he does. he has excellent stealth mechanics,
can shoot well and has a lot of personality. theres

really only one character who gives him a run for his
money, and that is his best friend, vash.
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Features: 20 Contract Missions in both Story and
Sandbox modes New Contracts include Red Ball & A

Gold Mine Highly customizable weapons with
fantastic damage values and high recoil

compensations Fast and fluid singleplayer and
multiplayer gameplay Hundreds of hours of

gameplay with hundreds of hours of optional
missions Fully customizable objectives within the

Contracts Sniper Ghost Warrior 2 is an award-
winning, extremely realistic first-person shooter. It’s
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a 3D graphics game that mixes the rich atmosphere
of a war-torn third-world country with exciting and

challenging gameplay. Sniper Ghost Warrior
features classic sniping, lightning-fast melee combat
and a wide selection of weapons and equipment, all

brought to life with stunning graphics and
exceptional audio. Players can choose from five

different character classes: the Contract Sniper (SW
2 has three different levels of Contracts as does the
first Sniper Ghost Warrior), the Assault Commando

(SW 2 has four different levels), the Heavy Weapons
Master (SW 2 has three different levels), the

Demolition Expert (SW 2 has three different levels),
and the Natural Weapons Master (SW 2 has four

different levels). All classes are equipped with their
own arsenal of weapons, which are divided into four

categories: Primary (melee weapons, slugs, a
variety of SMGs, Assault Rifles, heavy machine

guns, shotguns, handgun, sniper rifle), Secondary
(weapons that come under the weapons category),

Healthpacks (weapon ammo), and Support
(equipment, such as binoculars, infrared technology,

and communication devices). Players are able to
acquire many weapons over the course of

gameplay, and purchase weapons from the
Transporter. 5ec8ef588b
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